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ABSTRACT
Objective To determine how early- life risk factors 
explain socioeconomic inequalities in persistent asthma 
in adolescence.
Methods We did a causal mediation analysis using 
data from 7487 children and young people in the 
UK Millennium Cohort Study. Persistent asthma was 
defined as having a diagnosis reported at any two 
or more time points at 7, 11 or 14 years. The main 
exposure was maternal education, a measure of 
early- life socioeconomic circumstances (SECs), used to 
calculate the relative index of inequality. We assessed 
how blocks of perinatal (maternal health behaviours, 
infant characteristics and duration of breastfeeding, 
measured at 9 months) and environmental risk factors 
(family housing conditions; potential exposure to 
infections through childcare type and sibling number, 
and neighbourhood characteristics, measured at 3 years) 
mediated the total effect of childhood SECs on persistent 
asthma risk, calculating the proportion mediated and 
natural indirect effect (NIE) via blocks of mediators.
Results At age 14 the overall prevalence of persistent 
asthma was 15%. Children of mothers with lower 
educational qualifications were more likely to have 
persistent asthma, with a clear social gradient (degree 
plus: 12.8% vs no qualifications: 20.3%). The NIE gives 
the effect of SECs acting only via the mediators and 
shows a 31% increased odds of persistent asthma 
when SECs are fixed at the highest level, and mediators 
at the level which would naturally occur at the lowest 
SECs versus highest SECs (NIE OR 1.31, 95% CI 1.04 to 
1.65). Overall, 58.9% (95% CI 52.9 to 63.7) of the total 
effect (OR 1.70, 95% CI 1.20 to 2.40) of SECs on risk 
of persistent asthma in adolescence was mediated by 
perinatal and environmental characteristics.
Conclusions Perinatal characteristics and the 
home environment in early life are more important in 
explaining socioeconomic inequalities in persistent 
asthma in British adolescents than more distal 
environmental exposures outside the home.

INTRODUCTION
Asthma is the most common chronic childhood 
condition in the UK and disproportionately affects 
health and quality of life in disadvantaged groups. 
School- aged children in the most deprived areas 
in England are two and a half times more likely 
to have an emergency admission for asthma than 
their most advantaged counterparts in 2015/2016.1 
Social gradients in children’s admissions and deaths 
from asthma have widened in recent years.2

Around 8% of children and young people (CYP) 
aged 12–17 years are currently receiving treatment 
for asthma in the UK.3 The UK has among the 
highest rates of asthma deaths in Europe4 and in 
20111/2012 over 25 000 CYP (aged 0–15 years) 
were hospitalised due to asthma.5

Trajectories of asthma and wheezing are hetero-
geneous, and various phenotypes have been 
described.6 7 For example, around 35% of preschool 
children with recurrent wheeze are diagnosed with 
asthma by 8 years.8 The other 70% may grow out of 
recurrent wheeze or be diagnosed with asthma later 
in life. Even those diagnosed with asthma in child-
hood have periods of remission.9 In this analysis, 
we are most interested in the pathway to persistent 
asthma into adolescence that is likely to track into 
adulthood.

Life- long lung function is influenced by environ-
mental conditions both before and immediately 
after birth and in the preschool period.10 11 Previous 
studies showing socioeconomic differences in 
wheezing during early- life point to the mediating 
role of early- life risk factors such as smoking during 
pregnancy and lower rates of breast feeding among 
disadvantaged groups.12 However, the relative 
importance of perinatal and early years environ-
mental characteristics as mediators of the effect of 
socioeconomic circumstances (SECs) in early- life on 
persistent asthma in adolescence in the UK remains 
unclear.13

Key messages

What is the key question?
 ⇒ How does disadvantage during early- life 
influence inequalities in persistent asthma in 
adolescence?

What is the bottom line?
 ⇒ Disadvantage in early- life is associated with 
70% greater risk of persistent asthma in 
adolescents in the UK. Almost two- thirds of 
the excess risk is explained by perinatal and 
environmental mediators by the age of 3 years.

Why read on?
 ⇒ This study is among the first to test the 
mediating role of risk factors of social 
inequality using robust methods for causal 
inference applied to a contemporary, nationally 
representative, birth cohort.
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There are several possible, modifiable, mediating pathways 
that link SECs in early- life to the development of persistent 
asthma into adolescence. Maternal smoking,14 low birth 
weight,15 premature birth,16 not being breast fed,17 poor housing 
conditions,18 poor indoor and outdoor air quality,19 in varying 
degrees, have all been found to predispose to asthma and are 
more common in children growing up in disadvantaged SECs. 
Bronfenbrenner’s bioecological theory states that the developing 
child is at the centre of inter- related, hierarchical systems of 
exposure, moving from the most proximal to the most remote.20 
To our knowledge the mediating role of these factors has not 
been examined in a single analysis across childhood using robust 
methods for causal mediation analysis, to assess their relative 
importance in explaining inequalities in persistent asthma in 
adolescence.

We therefore aimed to use causal mediation analysis to assess 
the relative importance of early years risk factors associated with 
social inequalities in persistent adolescent asthma in the UK. We 
hypothesised that children growing up in more disadvantaged 
circumstances are at increased risk of persistent asthma due to 
increased exposure to adverse risk factors in early life. Following 
Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems model,20 we also hypoth-
esised that proximal mediators, including perinatal and family 
housing conditions, would have a greater influence than expo-
sure to infections from outside the home and neighbourhood 
characteristics on the risk of persistent asthma in adolescence.

METHODS
Study design and population
The Millennium Cohort Study (MCS) is a prospective cohort 
study of 18 818 children born in the UK between September 
2000 and January 2002.21 Participating families were randomly 
sampled from electoral wards, with a stratified cluster sampling 
design to safeguard representation of all four UK countries, disad-
vantaged and ethnically diverse areas. The first data collection 
sweep was when cohort members were approximately 9 months 
of age and the subsequent five sweeps of data were collected at 
ages 3, 5, 7, 11 and 14 years. We included all singleton children 
with complete data provided by the main respondent (usually 
the mother) who were still in the cohort at 14 years.

Outcome
We derived a longitudinal asthma variable from parental 
responses to the International Study of Asthma and Allergies 
in Childhood (ISAAC)22 standardised question, ‘Has your child 
ever had asthma?’ asked at 7 and 11 years, and parental reports 
of whether their child currently has asthma at 14 years. We iden-
tified three asthma outcomes: (1) has never recorded asthma, (2) 
transient asthma (recorded once only at 7, 11 or 14 years) or (3) 
persistent (recorded at any two or more of 7, 11 or 14 years).

Exposure
Our exposure was SECs in early- life captured through highest 
educational qualification attained by the child’s mother. This was 
reported at 9 months, but we assume it captures aspects of SEC 
during pregnancy and at birth. We first identified six groups: (1) 
higher degree or first- degree qualifications (reference group in 
regression analysis), (2) diploma in higher education, (3) A levels 
(exams usually taken around 18 years), (4) General Certificate 
of Secondary Education (GCSE, exams are usually taken around 
age 16 years) grades A–C, (5) GCSE grades D–G or (6) none of 
these qualifications.

In the second step, we calculated the relative index of inequality 
(RII), which compares the risk of asthma between children with 
the least and most disadvantaged SECs, taking into account the 
educational distribution, by ranking the six maternal educational 
groups from the lowest to the highest and allocating a score 
(ranging from 0 to 1) that equals the midpoint of the category’s 
range in the cumulative distribution. The RII is a regression- 
based index that summarises the relative inequality across the 
distribution of SECs, considering the size of the population and 
the relative disadvantage between the different groups.23

Potential mediators
We conducted a review of systematic literature reviews of the 
social determinants of asthma across the lifecourse,24–27 to iden-
tify four blocks of potential early- life mediators of inequalities in 
adolescent asthma: (1) perinatal period characteristics, including 
maternal health behaviours, infant characteristics and duration 
of breast feeding, (2) family housing conditions, (3) poten-
tial exposure to infections through childcare type and sibling 
number and (4) neighbourhood characteristics.

We assigned biological, social and environmental data avail-
able from the first and second data collection sweeps of the MCS 
(9 months and 3 years) to one of these four blocks. We ordered 
mediators from the most proximal, perinatal period characteris-
tics, to the most distal, neighbourhood characteristics (box 1) in 
preparation for sequential modelling.

Potential confounders
We adjusted for potential confounding associated with SEC in 
early- life and asthma risk. These included child sex and maternal 
age at birth (14–24 vs ≥25 years), ethnicity (white; mixed 
ethnicity; Indian; Pakistani and Bangladeshi; black, or other) and 
atopy (including allergic predisposition and sensitisation), which 
was defined as maternal history of asthma or eczema diagnosis 
(none; either, or both). These are common antecedents of SECs, 
mediators and asthma.28

Analysis
We analysed the sample characteristics by SECs in early- life, 
including the proportion of CYP with persistent asthma in each 
group and tested univariable associations between sample char-
acteristics and persistent asthma using multinomial regression.

Then, the analysis progressed in two stages. First, we used 
multinomial regression analysis to estimate the strength of asso-
ciation between SEC in early- life and risk for persistent asthma 
adjusting for blocks of potential mediators in a stepwise manner 
to assess how the relative risk ratio (RRR) changed on inclusion 
of each block of potential mediators. We adjusted all models 
for potential confounding by, child sex and maternal age at 
birth, ethnicity and atopy, as detailed in the logic model (corre-
sponding to data available in MCS only) in figure 1. To estimate 
the change in RRR for mothers with the highest educational 
qualifications compared with those with no qualifications we 
calculated the difference as 100×(RRR- adjusted RRR)/(RRR- 
1), whereby adjusted RRRs are the different RRRs following 
adjustment for different mediating blocks. MCS sampling and 
response weights were used to account for sampling design and 
attrition up to the 14- year survey. The analysis was conducted 
using Stata V.15.

As a second step, we used counterfactual mediation analysis 
to quantify the inequality in persistent asthma (compared with 
never, transient asthma was excluded) ascribable to each block of 
mediators using the RII as the exposure. We estimated the ORs 
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and 95% CIs for the natural direct effect (NDE), natural indi-
rect effect (NIE), total effect (TE) and the proportion mediated 
(formulas and definitions given in online supplemental mate-
rial S1) for each block of mediators, cumulatively in a stepwise 
manner, using the Medflex package in the R software environ-
ment.29 30

Sensitivity analysis
There was variation in the timing and number of times data 
on mediators were collected (online supplemental table S2). 
To capture whether the longitudinal nature of the exposure 
explained the proportion mediated by blocks, we conducted 
a sensitivity analysis including mediators at all the time points 
they were available. To examine whether environmental tobacco 
smoke was the main driver of home environment associations 
with persistent asthma, we conducted a sensitivity analysis 
examining environmental tobacco smoke separate from other 
home environment factors. To examine whether there was 
heterogeneity between those reporting asthma at two or three 
times, we conducted sensitivity analyses of the association with 
SEC in early- life differentiating the persistent asthma group by 
whether they reported asthma at two or three waves. We also 
did a sensitivity analysis to explore the association between SECs 
and current asthma at age 14 years, but not reported at previous 
waves.

RESULTS
Subjects
There were 18 296 singleton children included in the first MCS 
data collection sweep at age 9 months. By age 14 years 9199 
singleton children had participated in all subsequent waves. Of 
these children, 7487 (81%) had complete records for analysis 

Box 1 Continued

 – Sibling number in household: Number of siblings in the 
household was derived from several questions regarding 
the presence of biological and step siblings.

 – Informal vs formal childcare: Type of childcare was derived 
from questions on childcare arrangement.

4. Neighbourhood characteristics measured at 3 years
 – Volume of traffic: Using a neighbourhood assessment form 

interviewers were asked ‘How would you rate the volume 
of traffic on the street?’. Answers were coded as (1) no 
traffic permitted, (2) light, (3) moderate and (4) heavy.

 – Housing quality: Using a neighbourhood assessment form 
interviewers were asked ‘How would you rate the general 
condition of most of the residences or other buildings in 
the street?’. Answers were coded as (1) well kept, good 
repair and exterior surfaces, (2) fair condition, (3) poor 
condition peeling paint broken windows and (4) badly 
deteriorated.

 – Rubbish on pavement: Using a neighbourhood assessment 
form interviewers were asked ‘Is there any of the 
following: rubbish, litter, broken glass, drug- related items, 
beer cans, etc, cigarette ends or discarded packs—in the 
street or on the pavement?’. Answers were coded as (1) 
none or almost none, (2) yes some and (3) yes, just about 
everywhere you look.

 – Good area: Respondents were asked ‘Is this a good area to 
bring up children?’. Answers were coded as (1) excellent, 
(2) good, (3) average, (4) poor and (5) very poor.

Box 1 Description of blocks of potential mediators

1. Perinatal period measured at 9 months (first sweep, at birth)
 – Maternal pre- pregnancy body mass index (BMI): Mothers 

were asked at first interview, ‘how tall are you (without 
shoes)’ and ‘Thinking back to just before you became 
pregnant with [baby], what was your weight then (without 
clothes)?’. Reported pre- pregnancy weight (in kilos) was 
then divided by height (in metres) squared to produce pre- 
pregnancy BMI.

 – Breastfeeding duration: Mothers were asked at first 
interview, ‘Did you ever try to breastfeed [baby]?’ and 
‘How old was [baby] when [s]he last had breast milk?’ 
Answers to these questions were then used to make a 
duration of breastfeeding variable categorised as: (0) <3 
months or (1) ≥3 months.

 – Birth weight: Birth weight of the cohort member in 
kilograms categorised as (0) low weight, <2.5 kg or (1) 
healthy weight ≥2.5 kg.

 – Gestation: Gestation time of the cohort member in days 
categorised as (0) not preterm, 37 weeks or more or (1) 
preterm, <37 weeks.

 – Maternal smoking: Mothers were asked whether they 
smoked any cigarettes during pregnancy: (0) non- smoker 
or (1) smoker.

 – Alcohol use during pregnancy: Mothers were asked about 
their alcohol consumption during pregnancy which is 
categorised as (0) never 1–2 units a month, or (1) 1 unit a 
week or more.

 – Wheeze: Main respondents (almost always the mother) 
were asked whether the cohort member had ever seen a 
health professional for wheeze at 9 months.

2. Housing conditions measured at 3 years
 – Damp/condensation: Respondents were asked ‘How much 

of a problem do you have with damp or condensation 
on the walls in your home, apart from in the kitchen or 
bathroom?’. Answers were categorised as (0) no (includes 
‘no damp’ and ‘not much of a problem’ and (1) yes 
(includes ‘some problems’ and ‘great problem’).

 – Tenure: Respondents were asked ‘Do you [or your partner] 
own or rent your home or have some other arrangement?’. 
Answers were categorised as (1) own outright, (2) 
own—mortgage/loan, (3) part rent/part mortgage (shared 
equity), (4) rent from local authority, (5) rent from housing 
association, (6) rent privately, (7) living with parents, (8) 
live rent free and (9) squatting.

 – Furry pets in household: Respondents were asked ‘Which 
of the following pets did you keep in your home during 
[child’s] first year of life?’. Answers were grouped into (0) 
no pets, (1) not furry and (2) furry pets.

 – Environmental tobacco smoke: Respondents were 
asked ‘Does anyone smoke in the same room as [child] 
nowadays?’ Answers were coded as (0) no or (1) yes.

 – Access to garden: Respondents were asked ‘do you have 
access to a garden?’. If they answered yes, ‘Is that for 
your sole use or shared with anyone else?’. Answers were 
coded as (0) yes, sole use, (1) yes shared and (2) no.

3. Potential exposure to infection through childcare type and 
sibling number measured at 3 years

Continued
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(figure 2). See online supplemental material table S3 for the 
characteristics of the excluded population.

Prevalence of transient and persistent asthma by SEC
Table 1 shows that more than one in five children had one or 
more records of asthma at any wave (23.2%), of whom 8% had 
transient asthma (reported at one single time point at either 
7, 11 or 14 years) and a further 15.2% had persistent asthma 
(recorded at any two or more of 7, 11 or 14 years). There was 
a clear social gradient in persistent asthma. Children born to 
mothers with fewer educational qualifications had a higher risk 
of persistent asthma by the age of 14 years (degree plus 12.8%; 
diploma 13.9%; A levels 14.3%; GCSE A–C 15.8%; GCSE D–G 
18.9%; none 20.3%). Disadvantaged children were more likely 
to have a younger mother at birth, belong to an ethnic minority 
group and have less favourable perinatal, housing and neigh-
bourhood characteristics.

Disadvantaged SECs in early- life was associated with a higher 
RRR of persistent asthma (no maternal qualifications RRR 

1.73, 95% CI 1.11 to 2.69), but not transient asthma (online 
supplemental table S4). As there was no clear social gradient 
in transient asthma (online supplemental tables S4 and S5), the 
mediation analysis focused on the results for persistent asthma. 
Table 2 shows the extent to which the elevated RRR of persistent 
asthma by SEC in early- life was attenuated when adjusting 
cumulatively for blocks of mediators in a stepwise manner. 
Adjusting for perinatal characteristics only (Model 1) led to a 
50.7% reduction in the relative risk of persistent asthma in CYP 
with the lowest SECs (RRR 1.35 (95% CI 0.86 to 2.12); there 
was no further reduction in relative risk with the addition of 
housing conditions (RRR 1.35, 95% CI 0.86 to 2.10, Model 2); 
additionally adjusting for potential infection through childcare 
type and sibling number (Model 3) led to a 2.8% increase of the 
relative risk (RRR 1.37 (95% CI 0.87 to 2.16)), and additional 
adjustment for neighbourhood conditions (Model 4) led to a 
further 8.5% reduction in relative risk (RRR 1.31 (95% CI 0.82 
to 2.09)). In this final model, adjusting for all blocks together, 
the overall reduction in RRR was 56.3%.

We repeated the regression analysis including mediators 
available at all time points (9 months, 3 and 5 years, (online 
supplemental table S2) in supplementary material details the 
availability of potential mediators by wave). Results were 
similar to that of the main analysis (online supplemental table 
S6). An additional analysis examining environmental tobacco 
smoke (ETS) separate from other home environment factors 
was conducted. After taking into account the attenuation of risk 
after adjusting for the perinatal block, there was no additional 
attenuation after adjusting for ETS exposure (online supple-
mental table S7). We repeated the regression analysis differen-
tiating the persistent asthma group by whether they reported 
asthma at two or three waves. Results were also similar to that 
of the main analysis (online supplemental table S8). Sensitivity 
analysis to explore the association between SECs and current 
asthma at age 14 years found no association (online supple-
mental table S9).

Figure 1 Logic model of the pathways from SECs at birth (maternal education captured at 9 months) to mid- childhood/adolescent asthma (7, 11 
and 14 years), with direct pathway shown in bold, indirect pathways via mediators in dashed lines and baseline confounding pathways in dotted 
lines. Mediating blocks capture: (1) Perinatal characteristics at 9 months (maternal pre- pregnancy body mass index; breastfeeding duration; birth 
weight; gestation; maternal smoking; alcohol use during pregnancy; seen a health professional for wheeze?), (2) home environment at 3 years (damp/
condensation; tenure; furry pets in household; environmental tobacco smoke; access to garden) (3) exposure to infection at 3 years (sibling number 
in household and informal vs formal childcare) (4) neighbourhood characteristics at 3 years (volume of traffic; housing quality; rubbish on pavement; 
good area to bring up children?). This logic model corresponds to data available in Millennium Cohort Study only and is not a complete directed 
acyclic graph. SECs, socioeconomic circumstances.

Figure 2 Flow diagram of cohort construction a productive cohort 
members have some data from one of six collection questionnaires at 
every data collection wave.
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Table 1 Characteristics (%) of the study population by maternal educational qualification at birth (N=7487)

% Degree plus Diploma A levels GCSE A–C GCSE D–G None Total

Asthma

  None 79.0 78.8 77.7 75.7 70.7 72.7 76.8

  Transient 8.2 7.3 8.0 8.5 10.4 6.9 8.0

  Persistent 12.8 13.9 14.3 15.8 18.9 20.3 15.2

Child’s sex

  Boys 48.5 50.7 48.5 46.8 50.7 50.4 49.3

  Girls 51.5 49.3 51.5 53.2 49.3 49.6 50.7

Maternal age at birth

  ≥25 years 97.8 93.1 74.6 75.7 60.5 63.6 84.3

  14–24 years 2.2 6.9 25.4 24.3 39.5 36.4 15.7

Maternal ethnicity

  White 89.0 93.4 93.5 94.0 92.2 71.9 92.2

  Mixed 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.6 1.1 0.6

  Indian 4.1 1.8 1.0 1.0 1.1 2.7 1.8

  Pakistani 2.0 1.2 2.9 2.8 5.4 16.6 2.7

  Black 2.2 1.9 1.3 1.3 0.8 4.5 1.7

  Other 1.7 1.1 0.4 0.4 0.1 3.2 1.0

Maternal atopy

  None 75.1 69.9 69.6 69.7 67.8 73.2 70.3

  Eczema or asthma 19.8 24.5 23.0 24.1 24.2 20.9 23.5

  Both 4.3 5.9 7.5 7.0 11.4 5.8 6.7

Maternal pre- pregnancy body mass index

  Healthy weight 71.0 61.5 53.9 52.8 51.0 46.2 58.2

  Underweight 2.8 2.7 3.8 3.9 5.6 7.6 3.5

  Overweight 18.8 24.8 27.4 27.4 23.8 29.9 25.4

  Obese 7.4 11.1 14.9 15.9 19.5 16.3 13.0

Breast fed for at least 3 months

  No 59.5 62.4 74.3 78.3 91.4 87.2 69.7

  Yes 40.5 37.6 25.7 21.7 8.6 12.8 30.3

Child’s birth weight

  Low weight 2.8 4.8 5.7 6.5 5.4 1.2 5.5

  Healthy weight 97.2 95.2 94.3 93.5 94.6 88.2 94.5

Gestational age at birth

  Not preterm 95.2 93.8 93.5 92.6 94.2 90.0 93.5

  Preterm 4.8 6.2 6.5 7.4 5.8 10.1 6.5

Maternal smoking in pregnancy

  No 88.0 82.3 67.3 55.5 48.0 46.6 71.7

  Yes 12.0 17.7 32.7 44.5 52.0 53.4 28.3

Alcohol consumption during pregnancy

  ≤1 unit per week 85.4 86.1 90.9 92.1 93.1 92.7 88.7

  Any unit per week 14.6 13.9 9.1 7.9 6.9 7.3 11.3

Wheeze at 9 months

  No 97.6 96.8 96.9 96.5 96.0 93.3 96.7

  Yes 2.4 3.2 3.1 3.5 4.0 6.7 3.3

Damp in the house

  No 89.8 89.4 87.5 86.6 79.7 75.8 87.6

  Yes 10.2 10.6 12.5 13.4 20.3 24.3 12.5

Tenure

Continued
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% Degree plus Diploma A levels GCSE A–C GCSE D–G None Total

  Own outright 8.1 5.1 4.3 3.7 5.2 6.6 5.0

  Own mortgage 87.1 84.2 69.2 59.8 34.1 21.2 72.1

  Part rent/mortgage 0.2 0.4 1.5 0.6 0.6 0.1 5.9

  Local authority 0.5 2.5 10.4 15.7 32.3 40.1 9.2

  Housing association 0.1 2.2 6.0 11.0 15.0 19.2 5.7

  Privately rented 2.3 4.1 6.0 7.0 10.8 10.9 5.4

  Living with parents 1.0 1.0 2.1 1.9 1.4 1.3 1.4

  Rent free 0.8 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.7 0.5

Furry pets

  None 59.7 52.2 46.8 42.5 45.5 54.3 49.7

  Not furry 7.1 9.3 9.3 10.2 7.4 11.9 9.4

  Yes 33.2 38.4 43.9 47.2 47.1 33.8 40.9

Environmental tobacco smoke

  No 97.6 93.3 84.8 79.3 67.8 62.8 87.0

  Yes 2.4 6.7 15.2 20.7 32.3 37.2 13.0

Garden access

  Yes, sole access 94.3 93.7 89.0 87.1 82.3 78.3 90.4

  Yes, shared 2.6 2.2 3.0 2.4 4.3 4.0 2.6

  No 3.1 4.2 8.0 10.5 13.4 17.7 7.0

Sibling number

  0 18.2 24.0 29.3 24.8 22.7 18.0 24.2

  1 58.7 53.9 49.1 45.4 41.3 35.0 50.4

  2 or more 23.1 22.2 21.6 29.8 36.1 47.0 25.4

Childcare

  Informal 62.0 76.7 88.6 91.8 96.7 99.5 82.3

  Formal 38.0 23.3 11.4 8.2 3.3 0.5 17.7

Condition of buildings

  Good condition 78.6 75.2 59.5 52.1 35.0 22.3 64.2

  Fair condition 20.9 23.4 37.6 42.4 56.0 63.5 32.5

  Poor condition 0.5 1.3 2.9 5.1 8.8 13.4 3.1

  Bad condition 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.8 0.2

Volume of traffic

  None 3.7 4.7 5.8 4.3 5.8 5.5 4.8

  Light 75.6 76.1 75.2 77.2 70.8 72.2 75.8

  Moderate 15.8 14.3 14.4 13.9 17.0 16.1 14.5

  Heavy 4.9 4.9 4.6 4.6 6.3 6.2 4.9

Litter in the street

  None 92.7 90.2 81.4 73.2 58.4 45.3 82.2

  Some 7.2 9.3 17.7 24.7 38.2 47.4 16.5

  Everywhere 0.1 0.6 0.9 2.1 3.4 7.3 1.3

Good area

  Excellent 50.0 44.0 31.6 27.9 17.1 16.0 36.8

  Good 38.0 40.8 40.7 39.5 40.1 35.6 40.0

  Average 9.9 12.8 20.5 24.0 29.1 31.5 17.6

  Poor 2.1 1.9 5.1 5.6 8.0 10.1 3.8

  Very poor 0.1 0.6 2.2 3.0 5.7 6.8 1.8

GCSE, General Certificate of Secondary Education .

Table 1 Continued
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Counterfactual mediation analysis results
For the second step of the analysis, the counterfactual mediation 
analysis results are shown in tables 3 and 4 and figure 3. The 
NDE (OR 1.27, 95% CI 0.62 to 2.63) is the increase in the like-
lihood of persistent asthma, comparing low- to- high SECs that 
we would observe if the levels of mediators remained as those 
for the children in the most advantaged SECs (formulas given in 
online supplemental material S1). The NIE is the increased like-
lihood of persistent asthma we would see in the low SEC group 
if the mediators take on the values they would naturally have if 
the children had been in the high SEC group (OR 1.31, 95% CI 
1.04 to 1.65). The TE, the sum of the NDE and the NIE even in 
presence of exposure- mediator interaction, had an OR of 1.70 
(95% CI 1.20 to 2.40).

Findings from the counterfactual mediation analysis show 
the proportion mediated by each block for persistent asthma 
compared with never by RII (table 4): Perinatal characteristics 

alone mediated 37.5% (95% CI 30.6 to 43.3); with the addi-
tion of housing conditions 61.2% was mediated (95% CI 56.0 
to 65.4); additionally adjusting for potential infection through 
childcare type and sibling number mediated 56.1% (95% CI 
50.2 to 60.9), and after additional adjustment for neighbour-
hood conditions we found that 58.9% (95% CI 52.9 to 63.7) 
of the TE of SECs in early- life on the likelihood of persistent 
asthma in CYP was mediated through collective exposure to all 
mediating blocks (see table 4).

DISCUSSION
Main findings
The prevalence of persistent asthma in the most disadvantaged 
British adolescents was 20%, compared with 13% for the most 
advantaged. Being born into disadvantaged SECs increased the 
likelihood of developing persistent asthma by 70%. Almost 

Table 2 Relative risk ratios (RRR) for transient and persistent asthma compared with never by SEC adjusted for blocks of mediators (N=7487)

Baseline model Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

RRR* 95% CI RRR 95% CI RRR 95% CI RRR 95% CI RRR 95% CI

Transient asthma

  Diploma 0.86 0.62 to 1.19 0.81 0.58 to 1.12 0.81 0.58 to 1.12 0.79 0.56 to 1.10 0.78 0.55 to 1.09

  A levels 0.93 0.65 to 1.34 0.83 0.57 to 1.21 0.82 0.57 to 1.19 0.79 0.54 to 1.15 0.76 0.52 to 1.12

  GCSE A–C 1.01 0.69 to 1.47 0.87 0.59 to 1.27 0.85 0.57 to 1.26 0.81 0.55 to 1.20 0.77 0.52 to 1.15

  GCSE D–G 1.26 0.74 to 2.14 1.09 0.65 to 1.85 1.08 0.64 to 1.83 1.03 0.61 to 1.74 0.96 0.57 to 1.63

  None 0.92 0.56 to 1.51 0.73 0.44 to 1.23 0.71 0.42 to 1.21 0.68 0.40 to 1.15 0.63 0.38 to 1.05

Persistent asthma

  Diploma 1.03 0.78 to 1.36 0.96 0.72 to 1.27 0.96 0.73 to 1.27 0.95 0.72 to 1.26 0.95 0.72 to 1.26

  A levels 1.08 0.78 to 1.50 0.96 0.69 to 1.35 0.97 0.69 to 1.36 0.96 0.68 to 1.35 0.95 0.67 to 1.33

  GCSE A–C 1.24 0.91 to 1.70 1.09 0.79 to 1.51 1.10 0.80 to 1.52 1.10 0.79 to 1.53 1.08 0.78 to 1.49

  GCSE D–G 1.50 0.95 to 2.35 1.34 0.85 to 2.12 1.35 0.86 to 2.13 1.36 0.85 to 2.15 1.31 0.83 to 2.07

  None 1.71 1.07 to 2.74 1.35 0.86 to 2.12 1.35 0.86 to 2.10 1.37 0.87 to 2.16 1.31 0.82 to 2.09

Proportion attenuated (%)†

50.70 50.70 47.89 56.34

Model 1: Baseline model +perinatal characteristics (maternal pre- pregnancy body mass index; breastfeeding duration; birth weight; gestation; maternal smoking during 
pregnancy; alcohol use during pregnancy; wheeze.
Model 2: Model 1+housing conditions (damp; tenure; furry pets; environmental tobacco smoke; access to garden).
Model 3: Model 2+potential exposure to infection (sibling number; childcare type).
Model 4: Model 3+neighbourhood characteristics (volume of traffic; housing quality; rubbish; area rating).
*All models were adjusted for baseline confounders (child sex, maternal age at birth, maternal ethnicity and maternal atopy). Degree plus is the reference category.
†Proportion of RRR of persistent asthma attenuated by comparison of baseline model with models 1–4 for lowest SECs (100×(RRR- adjusted RRR)/(RRR- 1))
GCSE, General Certificate of Secondary Education ; SEC, socioeconomic circumstances .

Table 3 Relative risk ratios (RRR) for persistent asthma by relative inequality index adjusted for blocks of mediators (N=7487)

Baseline model Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

RRR* 95% CI RRR 95% CI RRR 95% CI RRR 95% CI RRR 95% CI

Transient asthma

  RII 1.25 0.83 to 1.90 1.03 0.67 to 1.58 1.00 0.64 to 1.55 0.96 0.62 to 1.48 0.89 0.58 to 1.36

Persistent asthma

  RII 1.70 1.21 to 2.40 1.45 1.03 to 2.06 1.45 1.02 to 2.05 1.49 1.04 to 2.14 1.41 0.98 to 2.03

Model 1: Baseline model +perinatal characteristics (maternal pre- pregnancy body mass index; breastfeeding duration; birth weight; gestation; maternal smoking during 
pregnancy; alcohol use during pregnancy; wheeze.
Model 2: Model 1+housing conditions (damp; tenure; furry pets; environmental tobacco smoke; access to garden).
Model 3: Model 2+potential exposure to infection (sibling number; childcare type).
Model 4: Model 3+neighbourhood characteristics (volume of traffic; housing quality; rubbish; area rating).
*All models were adjusted for baseline confounders (child sex, maternal age at birth, maternal ethnicity and maternal atopy).
RII, relative index of inequality .
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two- thirds (58.9%) of the excess risk attributable to perinatal 
and environmental exposures by the age of 3 years. Consis-
tent with the Bronfenbrenner model, we found that the prox-
imal environment was somewhat more impactful on persistent 
asthma risk than the external environment beyond the house-
hold, such as potential exposure to infection through childcare 
type and sibling number and neighbourhood characteristics. In 
contrast, we did not see a social gradient in transient asthma, 
which affected 8% of adolescents.

Comparison with other studies
Our findings of a social gradient in persistent asthma are 
supported by previous studies that reported inequalities in chil-
dren who have symptoms of severe asthma31–33 and those which 
lead to hospital admissions.2 For example, Case et al found that 
disadvantaged children with asthma in the USA were more likely 

to have symptoms of severe asthma than advantaged counter-
parts, with the inequality greater for older children.32 Yet, our 
study is one of the first to assess how early- life risk factors 
explain the inequality in persistent asthma in adolescence using 
counterfactual mediation analysis applied to data from birth to 
adolescence. We have added support to the notion that the peri-
natal period and initial years of life are a critical period to influ-
ence lifelong inequalities in lung development10 11 and explained 
in part why the asthma epidemic in the UK disproportionately 
impacts children in disadvantaged SECs.

Previous studies have shown that less favourable perinatal 
and environmental exposures in early- life, predict later respi-
ratory health.12 14 Our findings add weight to the importance 
of maternal health even before birth and subsequent perinatal 
characteristics on later health, including maternal pre- pregnancy 
body mass index, smoking during pregnancy, preterm birth, 

Table 4 NDE, NIE, TE and proportion mediated for persistent asthma compared with never by socioeconomic circumstance (N=7487)

Blocks of mediators Effects OR 95% CI Proportion mediated % 95% CI

Perinatal characteristics NDE 1.43 0.72 to 2.84 37.5 30.6 to 43.3

NIE 1.18 0.98 to 1.42

TE 1.70 1.20 to 2.40

+Home environment at 3 years NDE 1.26 0.63 to 2.50 61.2 56.0 to 65.4

NIE 1.32 1.03 to 1.70

TE 1.70 1.20 to 2.40

+Exposure to infection at 3 years NDE 1.29 0.64 to 2.63 56.1 50.2 to 60.9

NIE 1.29 1.00 to 1.66

TE 1.70 1.20 to 2.40

+Neighbourhood characteristics at 3 years NDE 1.27 0.62 to 2.63 58.9 52.9 to 63.7

NIE 1.31 1.04 to 1.65

TE 1.70 1.20 to 2.40

NDE, natural direct effect; NIE, natural indirect effect; TE, total effect.

Figure 3 Mediation analysis with a counterfactual approach by cumulative blocks of mediators (perinatal characteristics, housing conditions, 
potential exposure to infection and neighbourhood) characteristics in the association between socioeconomic circumstance and persistent asthma.
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birth weight, breast feeding and early wheeze, which accounted 
for 37.5% of the association between SEC in early- life and 
persistent asthma by adolescence. Previous studies have shown 
these characteristics are independent predictors of lung devel-
opment12 14–16 and in this study, we have formally tested their 
mediating role in explaining inequalities in persistent asthma. 
We found that the quality of the home environment is important 
in the development of inequalities in persistent asthma in adoles-
cence, accounting for a further 23.7%, which supports previous 
study findings of associations between dampness or ETS and 
children’s asthma.18

In contrast to studies that have found associations between 
childcare type,34 sibling number35 and neighbourhood charac-
teristics36 and persistent asthma, additional adjustment of these 
characteristics did not further mediate the association between 
SEC in early- life and persistent asthma. This is not to say that 
more distal environmental conditions are not important in the 
development of inequalities in persistent asthma, rather that once 
conditioned on perinatal period characteristics and the home 
environment there was no additional mediation. This could be 
because more distal environmental conditions are downstream 
ancestors in the causal pathway from perinatal characteristics 
and the home environment.

Strengths and limitations
The significant strengths of our study include the use of data 
from a large, representative UK cohort, longitudinal follow- up 
from birth to adolescence and the inclusion of a range of 
socially patterned risk factors for asthma operating in the 
early years. A key strength of our analysis is the application 
of a modern approach to mediation analysis applied to high 
resolution cohort data to better understand mediating path-
ways to address health inequalities in asthma. These methods 
allow us to unpick the mediating pathways linking adverse 
SECs to outcomes and identify those which appear to be most 
important. The approach used addresses the limitations of tradi-
tional multivariable regression methods for assessing mediation 
which assumes a linear relationship and no interaction between 
the exposure and mediator, and, that there is no intermediate 
confounding. This study is among the first to formally test the 
mediating role of risk factors of social inequality using coun-
terfactual methods.

However, as with all observational studies, there are several 
important sources of potential bias to consider. The MCS at base-
line had a representative sample of 18 818 children born in the 
UK between September 2000 and January 2002. Yet, by age 14 
years 9199 singleton children had participated in all subsequent 
waves. To minimise attrition bias, we used response weights to 
account for the loss of respondents up to age 14 years.37 The 
attrition weights adjust the sample composition to take account 
of the selective loss of respondents, for example, low income 
families who may be less likely to remain in the cohort. More 
information on the MCS attrition weights can be found on the 
Centre for Longitudinal Studies website (https://cls.ucl.ac.uk/ 
cls-studies/millennium-cohort-study/). Of the children still in the 
study at 14 years, 81% had complete data and were included in 
our analysis. Nevertheless, children with missing data were more 
likely to be from disadvantaged SECs which may underestimate 
associations between SECs in early- life and asthma. The MCS 
oversampled from minority ethnic groups, but our focus was 
not to understand ethnic health inequalities. In our study sample 
maternal ethnicity was predominantly white hence we caution 
against generalising our findings across all ethnic groups and 

recommend more research to understand ethnic health inequali-
ties in persistent asthma.

Although we used advanced methods for causal mediation 
analysis and adjusted for a range of potential confounders, 
the assumption of complete adjustment of confounding is 
still required for a causal interpretation of our estimates. The 
total causal effect of SEC in early- life on asthma needs to be 
interpreted with caution due to likely residual confounding by 
historic parental SECs. While we partially take genetic predis-
position into account in our analysis by adjusting for maternal 
history of asthma or eczema and ethnicity, we were unable to 
adjust fully for genetic risk factors for asthma.

Our exposure of SECs in early- life is reported at 9 months, 
but we assume maternal educational level to be representa-
tive of SECs during pregnancy and at birth. We do not expect 
maternal educational level to have changed much during this 
period, which is why we can justify looking at mediators during 
pregnancy. Maternal educational level is linked to general and 
health- related knowledge, literacy, prestige, earning capacity and 
self- efficacy. It has been used to measure family SECs in social 
epidemiological studies,12 38 39 is a more stable measure of SECs 
than income which may fluctuate over time, and has a greater 
impact on child health than paternal education.40

The limited data on asthma persistence is a potential area of 
bias that may underestimate the association between SECs in 
early- life and persistent asthma into adolescence. We derived a 
longitudinal asthma variable from parental responses to the stan-
dardised ISAAC22 question, ‘Has your child ever had asthma?’ 
asked at 7 and 11 years, and parental reports of whether their 
child currently has asthma at 14 years. There was variation 
between those reporting ever asthma at 7 or 11 years, with 
almost a third (29%) of those reporting ever asthma at 11 previ-
ously reporting no to ever asthma at 7 years. Current asthma at 
14 with reported asthma at either 7 or 11 alone did not capture 
all variations in reporting of persistent asthma between 7 and 
14 years, as 10% of those reporting no asthma at 14 years had 
reported having asthma at 7 or 11 years. Therefore, persistent 
asthma was defined as any two or more reports of asthma at 7, 
11 or 14 years.

As asthma diagnoses are unreliable in early childhood,41 
we can be more confident in our outcome of reported asthma 
diagnosis from 7 years onwards. The prevalence of persistent 
asthma in our analysis (15%) was higher than that recorded in 
UK health records for adolescents (8%).3 However, this is in line 
with previous study findings that parent- reported asthma preva-
lence is greater than general practitioner (GP) recorded asthma 
diagnosis.42 Griffiths and colleagues suggest several reasons for 
why this may arise: parents may not take their child to the GP 
for asthma symptoms, the GP may record a different diagnosis, 
or may not record any diagnosis, or parents may report other 
breathing sounds as asthma. Parent- reported asthma is commonly 
used in epidemiological studies12 25 31 34 43 and analysis has shown 
good agreement between parental and offspring asthma reports, 
making it a useful tool in the absence of GP recorded asthma or 
objective measurement such as spirometry or peak flow.44

Understanding complex causal pathways is challenging. Medi-
ating blocks are expected to cluster and are difficult to interpret 
in isolation. We, therefore, took a sequential ‘en- block’ medi-
ation approach and analysed the cumulative effect of blocks, 
considering proximal to distal mediators.29 Perinatal characteris-
tics were the most influential block of mediators in our analysis, 
and we can be relatively confident about the proportion medi-
ated through this most proximal block as a whole, while not able 
to isolate the relative contribution and the temporal sequence of 
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each individual perinatal measure in this block. Furthermore, we 
can also be confident about the total proportion mediated by all 
the blocks combined, while the proportion attributable to each 
block individually is challenging to assess due to the interaction 
between these pathways.

Some of the measures in mediating blocks are subject to 
change over early- life. Our data gathered at the age of 3 years 
provides a snapshot of housing, potential exposure to infec-
tion and neighbourhood characteristics. These conditions may 
change throughout early- life, and potentially more so for disad-
vantaged families with housing insecurity.45 It is also important 
to note that the assessment of neighbourhood characteristics is 
subjective as it includes interviewer observations of volume of 
traffic, housing quality, littering and area quality on the day of 
the interview.

The mediating block of potential exposure to infections 
through childcare type and sibling number does not capture chil-
dren’s history of infection, rather it is a proxy measure of expo-
sure to children outside the home. Respiratory infections which 
cause wheeze in early- life are associated with later asthma.46 To 
partially account for this, we include parental reports of whether 
children have seen a health professional for wheeze at 9 months 
in the perinatal mediating block.

Policy implications
Our results support the need for an early prevention strategy 
to focus on ensuring optimal conditions during pregnancy and 
childhood to support the healthy development of children and 
reduce inequalities across the lifecourse. This is currently advo-
cated in Public Health England’s strategy for giving children the 
best start in life,47 yet, much of the strategy is focused on indi-
vidual actions and provision of health services for mothers and 
CYP rather than structural and social determinants of respira-
tory health.

Through improved understanding of early- life pathways, 
GPs can better identify children in need of closer monitoring 
throughout childhood and support families to reduce the risk 
of persistent asthma into adolescence. However, while quality 
healthcare is crucial for CYP with asthma, our findings demon-
strate the importance of acting to reduce child poverty.

Interventions need to mitigate the effects of disadvantageous 
SEC in early- life by acting on perinatal and home environment 
mediating pathways. For the perinatal pathway, this should be 
through support for smoking cessation in pregnancy and robust 
systems to support breast feeding delivered through midwifery, 
children’s centres and ensuring all hospitals are accredited with 
UNICEF’s baby friendly initiative.48 For the home environment 
pathway, this should be through improving housing conditions 
in disadvantaged areas and education on the impacts of damp 
and ETS on respiratory health.

In conclusion, we found that perinatal characteristics and the 
home environment in early life are more important in explaining 
socioeconomic inequalities in persistent asthma in British adoles-
cents than more distal environmental exposures outside the home.
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